WARSCROLL

AURIC RUNESON ON MAGMADROTH
Hot-headed and eager to prove his bravery, the Auric Runeson charges into battle with a bellowing war cry. Like a blazing
fist, the Fyreslayer noble and his Magmadroth burn a flaming hole in the ranks of the enemy, countless foes torn asunder
by the scorching talons of the ur-salamander, or impaled by the Runeson’s mighty wyrmslayer javelins.
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MISSILE WEAPONS

Range

Attacks

To Hit

To Wound

Rend

Damage

Wyrmslayer Javelin

12"

1

3+

3+

-1

D3

Fyresteel Throwing Axe

8"

1

3+

4+

-

1

MELEE WEAPONS

Range

Attacks

To Hit

To Wound

Rend

Damage

Magmadroth’s Claws and Horns

1"
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-1

2

Ancestral War-axe

1"

3

3+

4+

-

D3

Wyrmslayer Javelin

3"

1

4+

3+

-1

1

DAMAGE TABLE
Wounds Suffered

Move

3-5

10"

0-2

6-7

8-9

10+

DESCRIPTION

An Auric Runeson on Magmadroth is a
single model. Some Runesons wield an
Ancestral War-axe, while others prefer a
clutch of Wyrmslayer Javelins, but in either
case they are armed with fine Fyresteel
Throwing Axes. A Magmadroth is a great
predator, attacking both with its Lashing
Tail and its many Claws and Horns.

ABILITIES

Roaring Fyrestream: Throwing back its
head, a Magmadroth can spew a wave of
flaming bile that sears through armour
as though it were wax. In your shooting
phase, pick an enemy unit within 15"
and roll a number of dice as shown on
the damage table above. If the result
is the same as or less than the number
of models in the unit, the unit suffers
D3 mortal wounds. If it is within 5" of
the Magmadroth it suffers D6 mortal
wounds instead.
Lashing Tail: Magmadroths use their tails
to communicate with their kin, but also to
slaughter scores of lesser prey with a single
swipe. At the end of the combat phase, roll
a dice for each enemy unit within 3" of the
Magmadroth. If the result is less than the
number of models in the unit, it suffers D3
mortal wounds.
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Volcanic Blood: Magmadroths pulse with
the heat of the volcanic caverns where
they make their homes. At the end of each
phase in which a Magmadroth suffered any
wounds, roll a dice for each unit within 3".
If the result is lower than the number of
wounds the Magmadroth suffered during
the phase, the unit is hit by a jet of fiery
blood and suffers D3 mortal wounds.
Fyreslayer units, experienced at fighting
alongside these beasts, only suffer wounds
if the result of the roll is 1.
Explosive Rage: It takes very little to
draw the ire of a Runeson, and they can
go from smouldering contemplation to
blazing anger in a heartbeat. In the hero
phase, pick an enemy unit that is visible to
the Runeson to be the subject of his latest
outburst of wrath and rage. Until your
next hero phase, you can re-roll hit rolls
of 1 when the Runeson attacks that unit.
In addition, if a battleshock test is made
for the unit before your next hero phase,
add 1 to the result of the dice roll if you
can deliver a suitably characterful insult
or furious put-down (aimed at the unit in
question, of course – not your opponent!).

2 dice

3

Wyrmslayer Javelins: These brutal missiles
are best suited against large creatures,
where their cruel hooks will catch onto
thick hide before gouging deep. Add 2 to
the Damage of a Wyrmslayer Javelin in the
shooting phase if the target is a Monster.

COMMAND ABILITY

Furious Onslaught: A Runeson is a
master of utilising his indignant fury, not
to mention his extensive vocabulary, to
drive his kin deep into the enemy’s ranks.
If you use this ability, then until your
next hero phase you can roll three dice
(instead of two) and discard the lowest for
any Fyreslayer units from your army
that are within 10" of the Runeson when
they charge.
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